Although latent factor models (e.g., matrix factorization) achieve good accuracy in rating prediction, they suffer from several problems including cold-start, non-transparency, and suboptimal recommendation for local users or items. In this paper, we employ textual review information with ratings to tackle these limitations. Firstly, we apply a proposed aspect-aware topic model (ATM) on the review text to model user preferences and item features from different aspects, and estimate the aspect importance of a user towards an item. The aspect importance is then integrated into a novel aspect-aware latent factor model (ALFM), which learns user's and item's latent factors based on ratings. In particular, ALFM introduces a weighted matrix to associate those latent factors with the same set of aspects discovered by ATM, such that the latent factors could be used to estimate aspect ratings. Finally, the overall rating is computed via a linear combination of the aspect ratings, which are weighted by the corresponding aspect importance. To this end, our model could alleviate the data sparsity problem and gain good interpretability for recommendation. Besides, an aspect rating is weighted by an aspect importance, which is dependent on the targeted user's preferences and targeted item's features. Therefore, it is expected that the proposed method can model a user's preferences on an item more accurately for each user-item pair locally. Comprehensive experimental studies have been conducted on 19 datasets from Amazon and Yelp 2017 Challenge dataset. Results show that our method achieves significant improvement compared with strong baseline methods, especially for users with only few ratings. Moreover, our model could interpret the recommendation results in depth.
INTRODUCTION
When making comments on an item (e.g., product, movie, and restaurant) in the online review/business websites, such as Yelp and Amazon, reviewers also provide an overall rating, which indicates their overall preference or satisfaction towards the corresponding items. Hence, predicting users' overall ratings to unrated items or personalized rating prediction is an important research problem in recommender systems. Latent factor models (e.g., matrix factorization [9, 21, 37] ) are the most widely used and successful techniques for rating prediction, as demonstrated by the Netflix Prize contest [3] . These methods characterize user's interests and item's features using latent factors inferred from rating patterns in useritem rating records. As a typical collaborative filtering technique, the performance of MF suffers when the ratings of items or users are insufficient ( also known as the cold-start problem) [17] . Besides, a rating only indicates the overall satisfaction of a user towards an item, it cannot explain the underlying rationale. For example, a user could give a restaurant a high rating because of its delicious food or due to its nice ambience. Most existing MF models cannot provide such fine-grained analysis. Therefore, relying solely on ratings makes these methods hard to explicitly and accurately model users' preferences [17, 23, 26, 35, 36] .
Moreover, MF cannot achieve optimal rating prediction locally for each user-item pair, because it learns the latent factors of users (p u ) and items (q i ) via a global optimization strategy [10] . In other words, p u and q i are optimized to achieve a global optimization over all the user-item ratings in the training dataset. 1 As a result, the performance could be severely compromised locally for individual users or items. MF predicts an unknown rating by the dot product of the targeted user u's and item i's latent factors (e.g., p T u q i ). The overall rating of a user towards an item (r u,i ) is decided by the importance/contribution of all factors. Take the k-th factor as an different aspects. In particular, each aspect of users/items is represented as a probability distribution of latent topics. Based on the results, the relative importance of an aspect (i.e., aspect importance) for a user towards an item can be computed. Subsequently, the aspect importance is integrated into a developed Aspect-aware Latent Factor Model (ALFM) to estimate aspect ratings. In particular, a weight matrix is introduced in ALFM to associate the latent factors to the same set of aspects discovered by ATM. In this way, our model avoids referring to external sentiment analysis tools for aspect rating prediction as in [12, 42] . The overall rating is obtained by a linear combination of the aspect ratings, which are weighted by the importance of corresponding aspects (i.e., aspect importance). Note that the latent topics and latent factors in our model are not linked directly; instead, they are correlated via the aspects indirectly. Therefore, the number of latent topics and latent factors could be different and separately optimized to model reviews and ratings respectively, which is fundamentally different from the one-to-one mapping in previous models [2, 23, 26, 31, 32, 39] . Besides, our model could learn an aspect importance for each user-item pair, namely, assigning a different weight to each p u,k * q i,k , and thus could alleviate the suboptimal local recommendation problem and achieve better performance.
A set of experimental studies has been conducted on 19 realworld datasets from Yelp and Amazon to validate the effectiveness of our proposed model. Experimental results show that our model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods which also use both reviews and ratings for rating prediction. Besides, our model also obtains better results for users with few ratings, demonstrating the advantages of our model on alleviating the coldstart problem. Furthermore, we illustrate the interpretability of our model on recommendation results with examples. In summary, the main contributions of this work include:
• We propose a novel aspect-aware latent factor model, which could effectively combine reviews and ratings for rating prediction. Particularly, our model relaxes the constraint of one-toone mappings between the latent topics and latent factors in previous models and thus could achieve better performance.
• Our model could automatically extract explainable aspects, and learn the aspect importance/weights for different user-item pairs. By associating latent factors with aspects, the aspect weights are integrated with latent factors for rating prediction. Thus, the proposed model could alleviate the suboptimal problem of MF for individual user-item pairs.
• We conduct comprehensive experimental studies to evaluate the effectiveness of our model. Results show that our model is significantly better than previous approaches on tasks of rating prediction, recommendation for sparse data, and recommendation interpretability.
RELATED WORK
A comprehensive review on the recommender system is beyond the scope of this work. We mainly discuss the works which utilize both reviews and ratings for rating prediction. Some works assume that the review is available when predicting the rating score, such as SUIT [22] , LARAM [33] , and recent DeepCoNN [43] . However, in real world recommendation settings, the task should be predicting ratings for the uncommented and unrated items. Therefore, the review is unavailable when predicting ratings. We broadly classify the approaches for the targeted task in three categories: (1) sentiment-based, (2) topic-based, and (3) deep learning-based. Our approach falls into the second category. Sentiment-based. These works analyze user's sentiments on items in reviews to boost the rating prediction performance, such as [12, 27, 28, 42] . For example, [27] estimated a sentiment score for each review to build a user-item sentiment matrix, then a traditional collaborative filtering method was applied. Zhang et al. [42] analyzed the sentiment polarities of reviews and then jointly factorize the user-item rating matrix. These methods rely on the performance of external NLP tools for sentiment analysis and thus are not self-contained.
Topic-based. These approaches extract latent topics or aspects from reviews. An early work [14] in this direction relied on domain knowledge to manually label reviews into different aspects, which requires expensive domain knowledge and high labor cost. Later on, most works attempt to extract latent topics or aspects from reviews automatically [2, 12, 17, 23, 26, 26, 31, 36, 39] . A general approach of these methods is to extract latent topics from reviews using topic models [23, 26, 31, 32, 39] or non-negative MF [2, 29] and learn latent factors from ratings using MF methods. HFT [26] and TopicMF [2] link the latent topics and latent factors by using a defined transform function. ITLFM [39] and RBLT [31] assume that the latent topics and latent factors are in the same space, and linearly combine them to form the latent representations for users and items to model the ratings in MF. CTR [32] assumes that the latent factors of items depend on the latent topic distributions of their text, and adds a latent variable to offset the topic distributions of items when modeling the ratings. RMR [23] also learns item's features using topic models on reviews, while it models ratings using a mixture of Gaussian rather than MF methods. Diao et al. [12] propose an integrated graphical model called JMARS to jointly model aspects, ratings and sentiments for movie rating prediction. Those models all assume an one-to-one mapping between the learned latent topics from reviews and latent factors from ratings. Although we adopt the same strategy to extract latent topics and learn latent factors, our model does not have the constraint of one-to-one mapping. Besides, Zhang et al. [42] extracted aspects by decomposing the user-item rating matrix into item-aspect and user-aspect matrices. He et al. [17] extracted latent topics from reviews by modeling the user-item-aspect relation with a tripartite graph.
Deep learning-based. Recently, there has been a trend of applying deep learning techniques in recommendation [11, 19] . For example, He et al. generalized matrix factorization and factorization machines to neural collaborative filtering and achieved promising performance [18, 19] . Textual reviews have also been used in deep learning models for recommendation [6, 40, 41, 43] . The most related works in this direction are DeepCoNN [43] and TransNet [6] , which apply deep techniques to reviews for rating prediction. In DeepCoNN, reviews are first processed by two CNNs to learn user's and item's representations, which are then concatenated and passed into a regression layer for rating prediction. A limitation of DeepCoNN is that it uses reviews in the testing phase. [6] shows that the performance of DeepCoNN decreases greatly when reviews are unavailable in the testing phase. To deal with the problem, TransNet [6] extends DeepCoNN by introducing an additional layer to simulate the review corresponding to the target user-item pair. The generated review is then used for rating prediction.
PROPOSED MODEL 3.1 Problem Setting
Let D be a collection of reviews of item set I from a specific category (e.g., restaurant) written by a set of users U, and each review comes with an overall rating r u,i to indicate the overall satisfaction of user u to item i. The primary goal is to predict the unknown ratings of items that the users have not reviewed yet. A review d u,i is a piece of text which describes opinions of user u on different aspects a ∈ A towards item i, such as food for restaurants.
In this paper, we only consider the case that all the items are from the same category, i.e., they share the same set of aspects A. Aspects that users care for items are latent and learned from reviews by our proposed topic model, in which each aspect is represented as a distribution of the same set (e.g., K) of latent topics. Table 1 lists the key notations. Before introducing our method, we would like to first clarify the concepts of aspects, latent topics, and latent factors.
• Aspect -it is a high-level semantic concept, which represents the attribute of items that users commented on in reviews, such as "food" for restaurant and "battery" for mobile phones.
• Latent topic & latent factor -in our context, both concepts represent a more fine-grained concept than "aspect". A latent topic or factor can be regarded as a sub-aspect of an item. For instance, for the "food" aspect, a related latent topic could be "breakfast" or "Italian cuisine". We adopt the terminology of latent topic in topic models and latent factor in matrix factorization. Accordingly, "latent topics" are discovered by topic model on reviews, and "latent factors" are learned by matrix factorization on ratings.
Aspect-aware Latent Factor Model
Based on the observations that (1) different users may care for different aspects of an item and (2) users' preferences may differ from each other for the same aspect, we claim that the overall satisfaction of a user u towards an item i (i.e., the overall rating r u,i ) depends on u's satisfaction on each aspect a of i (i.e., aspect rating r u,i,a ) and the importance of each aspect (of i) to u (i.e., aspect importance ρ u,i,a ). Based on the assumptions, the overall rating r u,i can be predicted as:
aspect rating (1) 3.2.1 Aspect rating estimation. Aspect rating (i.e., r u,i,a ) reflects the satisfaction of a user u towards an item i on the aspect a. To receive a high aspect rating r u,i,a , an item should at least possess the characteristics/attributes in which the user is interested in this aspect. Moreover, the item should satisfy user's expectations on these attributes in this aspect. In other words, the item's attributes on this aspect should be of high quality such that the user likes it. Take the "food" aspect as an example, for a user who likes Chinese cuisines, to receive a high rating on the "food" aspect from the user, a restaurant should provide Chinese dishes and the dishes should suit the user's taste. Based on user's text reviews, we can learn users' preferences and items' characteristics on each aspect and measure how the attributes of an item i on aspect "a" suit a user u's requirements on this aspect, denoted by s u,i,a . We compute s u,i,a based on results of the proposed Aspect-aware Topic Model (ATM) (described in Sect. 3.3), in which user's preferences and item's characteristics on each aspect are modeled as multinomial distributions of latent topics, denoted by θ u,a and ψ i,a , respectively. s u,i,a ∈ [0, 1] is then computed as :
(2) where JSD(θ u,a ,ψ i,a ) denotes the Jensen-Shannon divergence [13] between θ u,a and ψ i,a . Notice that a large value of s u,i,a does not mean a high rating r u,i,a -an item providing all the features that a user u requires does not mean that it satisfies u's expectations, since the provided ones could be of low quality. For instance, a restaurant provides all the Chinese dishes the user u likes (i.e., high score s u,i,a ), but these dishes taste bad from u's opinion (i.e., low rating r u,i,a ). Therefore, we can expect that for this restaurant: users discuss its Chinese dishes in reviews with negative opinions and thus give low ratings. Instead of analyzing the review sentiments for aspect rating estimation by using external NLP tools (such as [42] ), we refer to the matrix factorization (MF) [21] technique.
MF maps users and items into a latent factor space and represents users' preferences and items' features by f -dim latent factor vectors (i.e., p u ∈ R f ×1 and q i ∈ R f ×1 ). The dot product of the user's and item's vectors (p T u q i ) characterizes the user's overall interests on the item's characteristics, and is thus used to predict the rating r u,i . To extend MF for aspect rating prediction, we introduce a binary matrix W ∈ R f ×A to associate the latent factors to different aspects, where A is the number of aspects considered. We call this model aspect-aware latent factor model (ALFM), in which the weight vector w a in the a-th column of W indicates which factors are related to the aspect a. Thus, p u,a = w a ⊙ p u denotes user's interests in the aspect a, where ⊙ represents element-wise product between vectors. Therefore, (p u,a ) T (q i,a ) represents the aspect rating of user u to item i on aspect a. Finally, we integrate the matching results of aspects (i.e., s u,i,a ) into ALFM to estimate the aspect ratings:
As a high aspect rating r u,i,a requires large values of both s u,i,a and (w a ⊙ p u ) T (w a ⊙ q i ), it is expected that the results learned from reviews could guide the learning of latent factors.
Aspect importance estimation.
We rely on user reviews to estimate ρ u,i,a , as users often discuss their interest topics of aspects in reviews, such as different cuisines in the food aspect. In general, the more a user comments on an aspect in reviews, the more important this aspect is (to this user). Thus, we estimate the importance of an aspect according to the possibility of a user writing review comments on this aspect. When writing a review, some users tend to write comments from the aspects according to their own preferences, while others like commenting on the most notable features of the targeted item. Based on this consideration, we introduce (1) π u to denote the probability of user u commenting an item based on his own preference and (2) λ u,a ( a ∈A λ u,a = 1) to denote the probability of user u commenting on the aspect a based on his own preference. Accordingly, (1 − π u ) denotes the probability of the user commenting from the item i's characteristics ( a ∈A λ i,a = 1), and λ i,a is the probability of user u commenting item i from the item's characteristics on the aspect a. Thus, the probability of a user u commenting an item i on an aspect a (i.e., ρ u,i,a ) is:
λ u,a , λ i,a , and π u are estimated by ATM, which simulates the process of a user writing a review, as detailed in the next subsection.
Aspect-aware Topic Model
Given a corpus D, which contains reviews of users towards items {d u,i |d u,i ∈ D, u ∈ U, i ∈ I}, we assume that a set of latent topics (i.e., K topics) covers all the topics that users discuss in the reviews. λ u is a probability distribution of aspects in user u's preferences, in which each value λ u,a denotes the relative importance of an aspect a to the user u. Similarly, λ i is the probability distribution of aspects in item i's characteristics, in which each value λ i,a denotes the importance of an aspect a to the item i. As the K latent topics cover all the topics discussed in reviews, an aspect will only relate to some of the latent topics closely. For example, topic "breakfast" is closely related to aspect "food", while it is not related to aspects like "service" or "price". The relation between aspects and topics is also represented by a probabilistic distribution, i.e., θ u,a for users and ψ i,a for items. More detailedly, the interests of a user u in a specific aspect a is represented by θ u,a , which is a multinomial distribution of the latent topics; the characteristics of an item i in a specific aspect a is represented by ψ i,a , which is also a multinomial distribution of the same set of latent topics. θ u,a is determined based on all the reviews {d u,i |i ∈ I} of user u writing for items. ψ i,a is learned from all the reviews {d u,i |u ∈ U} of i written by users. A latent topic is a multinomial distribution of text words in reviews. Based on these assumptions, we propose an aspect-aware topic model ATM to estimate the parameters {λ i , λ i , θ u,a , ψ i,a , π u } by simulating the generation of the corpus D.
The graphical representation of ATM is shown in Fig. 1 . In the figure, the shaded circles indicate observed variables, while the unshaded ones represent the latent variables. ATM mimics the processing of writing a review sentence by sentence. A sentence usually discusses the same topic z, which could be from user's preferences or from item's characteristics. To decide the topic z s for a sentence s, our model introduces an indicator variable y ∈ {0, 1} based on a Bernoulli distribution, which is parameterized by π u . Specifically, when y = 0, the sentence is generated from user's preference; otherwise, it is generated according to item i's characteristics. π u is user-dependent, indicating the tendency to comment from u's personal preferences or from the item i's characteristics is determined by u's personality. The generation process of ATM is shown in Algorithm 1. Let a s denote the aspect assigned to a sentence s. If y = 0, a s is drawn from λ u and z s is then generated from u's preferences on aspect a s : θ u,a s ; otherwise, if y = 1, a s is drawn from λ i and z s is then generated from i's characteristics on aspect a s : ψ i,a s . Then all the words w in sentence s is generated from z s according to the word distribution: ϕ z s ,w .
In ATM, α u , α i , γ u , γ i , β, and η are pre-defined hyper-parameters and set to be symmetric for simplicity. Parameters need to be estimated including λ i , λ i , θ u,a , ψ i,a , and π u . Different approximate inference methods have been developed for parameter estimation in topic models, such as variation inference [5] and collapsed Gibbs sampling [15] . We apply collapsed Gibbs sampling to infer the parameters, since it has been successfully applied in many large scale applications of topic models [7, 8] . Due to the space limitation, we omit the detailed inference steps in this paper. 
Model Inference
With the results of ATM, ρ u,i,a and s u,i,a can be computed using Eq. 4 and 2, respectively. With the consideration of bias terms (i.e., b u , b i , b 0 ) in ALFM, the overall rating can be estimated as 2 ,
where b 0 is the average rating, b u and b i are user and item biases, respectively. The estimation of parameters is to minimize the rating prediction error in the training dataset. The optimization objective function is
where || · || 2 denotes the ℓ 2 norm for preventing model overfitting, and || · || 1 denotes the ℓ 1 norm. µ u , µ i , µ w , and µ b are regularization parameters, which are tunable hyper-parameters. In practice, we relax the binary requirement of w a by using ℓ l norm. It is well known that ℓ l regularization yields sparse solution of the weights [25] . The ℓ 2 regularization of p u and q i prevents them to have arbitrarily large values, which would lead to arbitrarily small values of w a . Optimization. We use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm to learn the parameters by optimizing the objective function in Eq. 6. In each step of SGD, the localized optimization is performed on a rating r u,i . Let L denote the loss, and the gradients of parameters are given as follows:
Here, we omit the gradients of b u and b i , as they are the same as in the standard biased MF [21] . M and N are the total number of users and items in the dataset. Notice that in the deriving of the gradient for w a , we use w 2 a + ϵ in place of ||w a || 1 , because ℓ 1 norm is not differentiable at 0. ϵ can be regarded as a "smoothing parameter" and is set to 10 −6 in our implementation.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
To validate the assumptions when designing the model and evaluate our proposed model, we conducted comprehensive experimental studies to answer the following questions:
• RQ1: How do the important parameters (e.g., the number of latent topics and latent factors) affect the performance of our model? More importantly, is the setting f = K optimal, which is a default assumption for many previous models? (Sect. 
Dataset Description
We conducted experiments on two publicly accessible datasets that provide user review and rating information. The first dataset is Amazon Product Review dataset collected by [26] 3 , which contains product reviews and metadata from Amazon. This dataset has been widely used for rating prediction with reviews and ratings in previous studies [6, 23, 26, 31] . The dataset is organized into 24 product categories. In this paper, we used 18 categories (See Table 2 ) and focus on the 5-core version, with at least 5 reviews for each user or item. The other dataset is from Yelp Dataset Challenge 2017 4 , which includes reviews of local business in 12 metropolitan areas across 4 countries. For the Yelp 2017 dataset, we also processed it to keep users and items with at least 5 reviews. From each review in these datasets, we extract the corresponding "userID", "itemID", a rating score (from 1 to 5 rating stars), and a textual review for experiments. Notice that for all the datasets, we checked and removed the duplicates, and then filtered again to keep them as 5-core. Besides, we removed the infrequent terms in the reviews for each dataset. 5 Some statistics of the datasets are shown in Table 2 . 
Experimental Settings
For each dataset, we randomly split it into training, validation, and testing set with ratio 80:10:10 for each user as in [6, 23, 26] . Because we take the 5-core dataset where each user has at least 5 interactions, we have at least 3 interactions per user for training, and at least 1 interaction per user for validation and testing. Note that we only used the review information in the training set, because the reviews in the validation or testing set are unavailable during the prediction process in real scenarios. The number of aspect is set to 5 in experiments. 6 Baselines: We compare the proposed ALFM model with the following baselines. It is worth noting that these methods are tuned on the validation dataset to obtain their optimal hyper-parameter settings for fair comparisons.
• BMF [21] . It is a standard MF method with the consideration of bias terms (i.e., user biases and item biases). This method only leverages ratings when modeling users' and items' latent factors. It is typically a strong baseline model in collaborative filtering [21, 23] .
• HFT [26] . It models ratings with MF and review text with latent topic model (e.g., LDA [5] ). We use it as a representative of the methods which use an exponential transformation function to link the latent topics with latent factors, such as TopicMF [2] . The topic distribution can be modeled on either users or items. We use the topic distribution based on items, since it achieves times in reviews is defined as an infrequent term; and the thresholds are smaller for relatively small datasets (e.g., the threshold is 5 for the "Music Instruments" dataset).) Figure 2 : Effects of factors and topics in our model. better results. Note that in experiments, we add bias terms into HFT, which can achieve better performance.
• CTR [32] . This method also utilizes both review and rating information. It uses a topic model to learn the topic distribution of items, which is then used as the latent factors of items in MF with an addition of a latent variable.
• RMR [23] . This method also uses both ratings and reviews.
Different from HFT and CTR, which use MF to model rating, it uses a mixture of Gaussian to model the ratings.
• RBLT [31] . This method is the most recent method, which also uses MF to model ratings and LDA to model review texts. Instead of using an exponential transformation function to link the latent topics and latent factors (as in HFT [26] ), this method linearly combines the latent factors and latent topics to represent users and items, with the assumption that the dimensions of topics and latent factors are equal and in the same latent space. The same strategy is also adopted by ITLFM [39] . Here, we use RBLT as a representative method for this strategy.
• TransNet [6] . This method adopts neural network frameworks for rating prediction. In this model, the reviews of users and items are used as input to learn the latent representations of users and items. More descriptions about this method could be found in Section 2. We used the codes published by the authors in our experiments and tuned the parameters as described in [6] .
The standard root-mean-square error (RMSE) is adopted in evaluation. A smaller RMSE value indicates better performance.
Effect of Important Parameters (RQ1)
In this subsection, we analyze the influence of the number of latent factors and the number of latent topics on the final performance of ALFM. As we know, in MF, more latent factors will lead to better performance unless overfitting occurs [20, 21] ; while the optimal number of latent topics in topic models (e.g., LDA) is dependent on the datasets [1, 4] . Accordingly, the optimal number of latent topics in topic model and the optimal number of latent factors in MF should be tuned separately. However, in the previous latent factor models (e.g., HFT, TopicMF [2] , RMR, CTR, and RBLT), the number of factors (i.e., #factors) and the number of topics (i.e., #topics) are assumed to be the same, and thus cannot be optimized separately. Since our model does not have such constraint, we studied the effects of #factors and #topics individually. Fig. 2 show the performance variations with the change of #factors and #topics by setting the other one to 5. We only visualize the performance variations of three datasets, due to the space limitation and the similar performance variation behaviors of other datasets. From the figure, we can see that with the increase of #factors, RMSE consistently decreases although the degree of decline is small. Notice that in our model, the rating prediction still relies on MF technique (Eq. 5). Therefore, the increase of #factors could lead to better representation capability and thus more accurate prediction. In contrast, the optimal number of latent topics is different from dataset to dataset.
To better visualize the impact of #factors and #topics, we also present 3D figures by varying the number of factors and topics in {5, 10, 15, 20, 25}, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this figure, we use the performance of three datasets as illustration. From the figure, we can see that the optimal numbers of topics and latent factors are varied across different datasets. In general, more latent factors usually lead to better performance, while the optimal number of latent topics is dependent on the reviews of different datasets. This also reveals that setting #factors and #topics to be the same may not be optimal.
Model Comparison (RQ2)
We show the performance comparisons of our ALFM with all the baseline methods in Table 3 , where the best prediction result on each dataset is in bold. For fair comparison, we set the number of latent factors (f ) and the number of latent topics (K) to be the same as f = K = 5. Notice that our model could obtain better performance when setting f and K differently. Still, ALFM achieves the best results on 18 out of the 19 datasets. Compared with BMF, which only uses ratings, we achieve much better prediction performance (16.49% relative improvement on average). More importantly, our model outperforms CTR and RMR with large margins -6.28% and 8.18% relative improvements on average, respectively. Compared to the recently proposed RBLT and TransNet, ALFM can still achieve 3.37% and 4.26% relative improvement on average respectively with significance testing. It is worth mentioning that HFT achieves better performance than RMR and comparable performance with recent RBLT, because we added bias terms to the original HFT in [26] . TransNet applies neural networks, which has exhibited strong capabilities on representation learning, in reviews to learn users' preferences and items' characteristics for rating prediction. However, it may suffer from (1) noisy information in reviews, which The improvements with * are significant with p − value < 0.05, and the improvements with ** are significant with p − value < 0.01 with a two-tailed paired t-test.
would deteriorate the performance; and (2) errors introduced when generating fake reviews for rating prediction, which will also cause bias in the final performance. Compared to those baselines, the advantage of ALFM is that it models users' preferences on different aspects; and more importantly, it captures a user's specific attention on each aspect of a targeted item. The substantial improvement of ALFM over those baselines demonstrates the benefits of modeling users' specific preferences on each aspect of different items.
Cold-Start Setting (RQ3)
As shown in Table 2 , the datasets are usually very sparse in practical systems. It is inherently difficult to provide satisfactory recommendation based on limited ratings. In the matrix factorization model, given a few ratings, the penalty function tends to push q u and p i towards zero. As a result, such users and items are modeled only with the bias terms [23] . Therefore, matrix factorization easily suffers from the cold-start problem. By integrating reviews in users' and items' latent factor learning, our model could alleviate the problem of cold-start to a great extent, since reviews contain rich information about user preferences and item features.
To demonstrate the capability of our model in dealing with users with very limited ratings, we randomly split the datasets into training, validation, and testing sets in ratio 80:10:10 based on the number of ratings in each set. In this setting, it is not guaranteed that a user has at least 3 ratings in the training set. It is possible that a user has no rating in the training set. For the users without any ratings in the training set, we also removed them in the testing set. Then we evaluate the performance of users who have the number of ratings from 1 to 10 in the training set. In Fig. 4 , we show the Gain in RMSE (y-axis) grouped by the number of ratings (x-axis) of users in the training set. The value of Gain in RMSE is equal to the average RMSE of baselines minus that of our model (e.g., "BMF-TALFM"). A positive value indicates that our model achieves better prediction. As we can see, our ALFM model substantially improves the prediction accuracy compared with the BMF model. More importantly, our model also outperforms all the other baselines which also utilize reviews. This demonstrates that our model is more effective in exploiting reviews and ratings, because it learns user's preferences and item's features in different aspects and is capable of estimating the aspect weights based on the targeted user's preferences and targeted item's features.
Interpretability (RQ4)
In our ALFM model, a user's preference on an item is decomposed into user's preference on different aspects and the importance of those aspects. An aspect is represented as a distribution of latent topics discovered based on reviews. A user's attitude/sentiment on an aspect of the targeted item is decided by the latent factors (learned from ratings) associating with the aspect. Based on the topic distribution of an aspect (θ u,a s ) and the word distribution of topics (ϕ w ), we can semantically represent an aspect by the top words in this aspect. Specifically, the probability of a word w in an aspect a s of a user u can be computed as K k =1 θ u,a s ,k ϕ k,w . The top 10 aspect words (#aspect = 5) of "user 1511" from Clothing dataset discovered by our model are shown in Table 4 . Notice that Table 5 : Interpretation for why the "user 1511" rated "item 1" and "item 2" with 5 and 2, respectively, from Clothing. in order to obtain a better visualization of each aspect, we removed the "background" words that belong to more than 3 aspects. As shown in Table 4 , the five aspects can be semantically interpreted to "value" 7 , "comfort", "accessories", "shoes", and "clothing". Next, we illustrate the interpretability of our ALFM model on high or low ratings by examples from the same dataset. Table 5 shows the aspect importance (i.e., ρ u,i,a in Eq. 4) of the "user 1511" , the aspect matching scores (i.e., s u,i,a in Eq. 2) as well as sentiment polarity (obtained by Eq. 5) on the five aspects with respect to "item 1" and "item 2" in Clothing dataset. From the results, we can see that "user 7 "Value" means value for money 1511" pays more attention to "Value" and "Accessories" aspects.
On the "Value" aspect, both "item 1" and "item 2" highly match her preference, however, she has a positive sentiment on "item 1" while a negative sentiment on "item 2". 8 For the "Accessories" aspect, "item 1" has a higher matching score than "item 2"; and more importantly, the sentiment is positive on "item 1" while negative on "item 2". As a result, "user 1511" rated "item 1" with 5 while rated "item 2" with 2. From the examples, we can see that our model could provide explanations for the recommendations in depth with aspect semantics, aspect matching score, as well as aspect ratings (which shows sentiment polarity).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an aspect-aware latent factor model for rating prediction by effectively combining reviews and ratings. Our model correlates the latent topics learned from review text and the latent factors learned from ratings based on the same set of aspects, which are discovered from textual reviews. Accordingly, our model does not have the constraint of one-to-one mapping between latent factors and latent topics as previous models (e.g., HFT, RMR, RBLT, etc.), and thus could achieve better user preference and item feature modeling. Besides, our model is able to estimate aspect ratings and assign weights to different aspects. The aspect weight is dependent on each user-item pair, since it is estimated based on user's personal preferences on the corresponding aspect towards an item. Experimental results on 19 real-world datasets show that our model greatly improves the rating prediction accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art methods, especially for users who have few ratings. With the extracted aspects from textual reviews, estimated aspect weights, and aspect ratings, our model could provide interpretation for recommendation results in great detail.
